For many, a successful online learning solution means a blended approach. That’s why Babson College, University of Massachusetts, Florida Virtual School, Georgetown University, University of North Florida, Central Michigan University, University of Alaska, and others have chosen to integrate the Blackboard Collaborate™ and the Blackboard Learn™ platforms for a seamless—and superior—learning experience.

Optimized for education

With Blackboard Collaborate, you get the functionality you need to support a 21st century teaching and learning environment. Educators and students can engage as if they were in a traditional classroom, with comparable, or even better, outcomes.

Blackboard Collaborate eliminates barriers to support individual needs and learning styles. The end result is a richer, more interactive online environment for everyone, regardless of bandwidth, platform, geography, or ability.

Blackboard Collaborate for real-time, or anytime, collaboration

- Live, interactive, rich-media courses
- Designed for education with best-in-class collaborative tools
- Advanced, yet easy-to-use session tools put the moderator in control
- Scales easily from department to enterprise
- Deeply integrates with Blackboard Learn and other Blackboard products like Blackboard CE/Vista and Blackboard Learn Angel Edition

Solutions for a connected enterprise

- Extend the Blackboard Learn platform with engaging live interaction and collaboration
- Blend asynchronous and synchronous content for more effective learning
- Deliver flexible learning from a single integrated platform
- Promote adoption, facilitate active learning, and improve learner outcomes
- Streamline administration for greater return on investment

Intelligent integration for your learning infrastructure

Our Blackboard Collaborate integrations provide single-click access to Blackboard Collaborate web conferencing from within your familiar Blackboard Learn environment. So you can add synchronous distance learning and collaboration to coursework, leverage existing technology investments, and improve student outcomes.
Leverage the technology you have now to meet your unique needs. Contact Blackboard Collaborate today at CollaborateSales@blackboard.com or call 1-866-463-5586.

Having Blackboard Collaborate plugged into Blackboard Learn has expanded the use of Blackboard Collaborate at Babson immensely. Faculty can now create sessions on their own with an interface they are familiar with and are secure knowing that only registered students can access and attend their course.
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With Blackboard Collaborate and Blackboard Learn working together, you can be sure your technology dollars are maximized.